We do have a published price list, but for a more accurate
quote please bring your instrument in for a FREE estimate
while you wait. Below is a selection of prices as a guide.
Woodwinds
Playing Condition consists of regulating, adjusting, and lubricating the
instrument, and replacing key corks as needed (assuming all pads are sealing
properly).
~Student Flute & Composition Clarinet repairs start at $43.00.
~Open Hole Flute repairs start at $76.00
~Wood Clarinet repairs start at $67.00
~Simple System Oboe repairs start at $59.00
~Alto Sax repairs start at $76.00.
~Tenor Sax repairs start at $89.00
Most woodwind repairs need pads and/or corks replaced in addition to a
playing condition. Pads and corks are extra depending on the type of
pad/cork.
Repad consists of replacing all of the pads and key corks as needed. So that
the instrument will look as it does now but sounds like a brand new instrument.
Any tone hole or body work may be extra. Other shops may call this a
mechanical overhaul.
~Student Flute repads start at $251.00
~Open Hole Flute repads start at $342.00
~Composition Clarinet repads start at $234.00
~Wood Clarinet repads start at $295.00
~Alto Sax repads start at $577.00
~Tenor Sax repads start at $712.00
Some woodwind repads need tenon, headjoint, or neck corks replaced in
addition to the pads. Corks are extra depending on the type of cork.

Overhaul consists of buffing and polishing the body and keys, replacing all of
the pads, and all of the corks (including tenon, headjoint, and neck corks), so
that the instrument will look and sound like a brand new instrument (as long as
all of the plating is still intact). Saxophone overhaul prices include refinishing.
~Student Flute overhauls start at $342.00
~Open Hole Flute overhauls start at $483.00
~Composition Clarinet overhauls start at $317.00
~Wood Clarinet overhauls start at $483.00
~Alto Sax overhauls start at $1170.00
~Tenor Sax overhauls start at $1253.00
Woodwinds that have been in storage not being used for months to years may
have been infiltrated with insects. These insects are attracted to the felt in the
pads. They may make their home there or just have a bite and leave, but either
way it is always best to replace the case once an overhaul is complete. By
doing this we eliminate the chance they have to enjoy a fresh Thanksgiving
dinner!

Brass
For a more accurate quote please bring your instrument in
for a FREE estimate while you wait.
We pull stuck mouthpieces for FREE!!!
Playing condition consists of swabbing out valve casings, replacing felts and
corks, and grease tuning slides and caps. We do not oil the valves unless
requested by the player. Rotary valves are always oiled.
Trombone Playing Condition consists of swabbing out the hand slide and
greasing the tuning slide(s). The hand slide is always returned to the player dry.
Rotary valves are always oiled.
~Trumpet and Straight Tenor Trombone repairs start at $51.00
~Trombone with F Attachment and Bass Trombone repairs start at $84.00
~French Horn repairs start at $120.00

Extra’s include: Water key corks; Pulling stuck slides; piston valve or casing
repair; hand slide realignment; restringing rotary valves; dent work.
Chemical Cleaning consists of disassembling the entire instrument to immerse in
a chemical bath to loosen dirt and debris buildup. After rinsing and drying, we
replace all felts, corks including water key corks, and grease tuning slides and
caps. We do not oil the valves unless requested by the player. Rotary valves
are always oiled. Silver instruments are polished by hand upon assembly.
~Trumpet (Lacquered) and Trombone chemical cleanings start at $127.00
~Trumpet (Silver) chemical cleanings start at $188.00
~Trombone with Rotor chemical cleanings start at $166.00
~French Horn (Single) chemical cleanings start at $203.00
~French Horn (Double) chemical cleanings start at $295.00
~3-Valve Baritone (Lacquered) chemical cleanings start at $210.00
Extra’s include: Pulling stuck slides; piston valve or casing repair; dent work.
*Prices subject to change without notice*
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